THE HELSINKI BOOK
By Marc Aulén
ⒸMarc Aulén

A Few Words About The Author.

Marc aulén

The Helsinki Book is a beautiful, modern, fun and entertaining book for anyone who wants to
come over and spend time in my hometown. Call it an easy Helsinki package.
My name is Marc Aulén www.marcaulen.com and I run a lunch restaurant www.qulma.fi in the
administrative district of Helsinki. I love helping out when tourists come to me and need, a nudge
in the right direction and that’s how I got the idea for this interesting project.
Over ten thousand shots were taken and a year and a half of really hard work was put into The
Helsinki Book.

I hope you’ll

it!

The Team.
We are a diverse bunch who put The Book together. I was born in Brussels,
Belgium, and have lived in quite a few countries before moving to Finland
at the age of thirteen. Mr Antti Lehto, who financed the project, is a
Finnish businessman, who believed that this project was something truly
special and worth investing in. The gifted photographer, Mr Jaeseong
Park, and our three talented graphics designers, Su Park, Sana Park and
June Seo, all come from South Korea but live in Finland.
ⒸAÄÅ↘

ⒸJaeseong Park

Who Is The Target Group?
I just never understood why so many guide books persist on
recommending fine dining restaurants and high end shopping.
In the real world there aren’t that many who want to spend 150€ on an
egg white omelet or buy 4000€ handbags.
Nope, the people that I want to reach
Joes and Janes who have a basic
budget.
The normal travellers.

are the average
holiday

Invited To The Prime Minister's Office.
We were recently summoned to the Prime Minister's office, where they told
us that they wanted The Helsinki Book to be a visible part of the huge
festivities in 2017, when Finland celebrates its hundredth anniversary of
independence.
This of course was a great honour (even though the invitation, for some
strange reason was retracted just before New Years Eve 2016).

So What’s The Helsinki Book About?
I’m offering the reader my Helsinki: A Helsinki seen through the eyes of a
local. The restaurants that make me happy. The good pubs and cosy bars that
I like to visit. The places around town I love to go to on my scooter. In a
nutshell, what I’d do if I were you! ⒸJaeseong park
ⒸMarc Aulén
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We Also have Some Celebs Onboard!
Scattered here and there in the book, you’ll find a few hand written
‘hellos’ from rock stars, a World Champion in pro kickboxing, a
Grammy Award winner and a Formula One driver.

It's a Grammy!

Not Only Blue Skies...
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Finnish Success stories.
Large companies are always very protective
of their logos but when I contacted the ones
mentioned in our book, they were more
than happy to be seen in it with logos and all!
They all realised that we are doing something special
and certainly out of the ordinary. May I also add that each and every
company featured in The Helsinki Book was hand picked by me. No money
or favours were exchanged either.

The
Ask anyone who knows
that I’m no friend of
never felt at home in
always make me feel
want to offer the good
serve honest, rustic
level.

restaurants.
me and they’ll tell you
fine dining. I’ve just
these places. They
uneasy and misplaced. I
normal places that
food at a decent price

The Bars.
I’m an old geezer and clubbing isn’t my thing now and never really has
been. However I really do enjoy a nice pub or a cosy bar as much as the
next guy and these are the kind of watering holes that I’ve mentioned in
The Helsinki Book.

Have A Stroll Around Town.
I’ll take the reader on a trip around town, showing both places from
the trodden trail, as well as places unknown even to the locals.
Something for everyone. ↙ⒸJaeseong Park
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The Sauna.
Of course I’ve mentioned the holiest of all places for a Finn, while
writing about the Finn: The Sauna. The sauna is a serious business in
Finland. If you think you’ve tried a real sauna and haven't been in a
Finnish one yet, then think again!
Jaeseong park

Go Gay!
you may bump into intolerance to some extent, but all in all Helsinki is a
gay friendly city, even on an official level. Gay bars and gay friendly bars
are scattered around town. Gay cruises and Helsinki Pride have become
really big happenings.
Personally I don’t have any experience in this field but I felt that
gathering a few spots wouldn’t hurt.
Ⓒ Mikko Rasila/Visit Helsinki

The Music Venues
Apart from running a lunch restaurant, I also sing in a rock band
(Seven Mugs). In The Helsinki Book you’ll find some of the most
popular venues and a few cool places that maybe not that many have
heard of.
Piritta Mamia

Seven Mugs rocking it at
Hard Rock Cafe.

Running
Routes.

I asked my buddy Mr Antti Kahri, lawyer, running enthusiast and
marathon man to draw up a few running routes around town for the
reader who brought his or her running shoes along.
ⒸSeppo Laakso/Visit Helsinki

international music break
throughs.

A handful of Finnish artists have made it outside our borders. See which
ones I chose!

ⒸCatie Laffoon/Sony Music Finland

Eat Finland...At Home.

The Helsinki Book is a beautiful coffee table book that you’ll want to
take home and read again and again. Apart from showing the reader
around town, I’ve also put together some childishly simple Nordic
recipes, all with a little Twist D’Aulén, so that the reader can cook and
taste The North with friends and family in his or her own home, helping
me spread the word that Helsinki is nothing less than a cool place to
visit!

the launch
The official book launch took place at the book fair (Helsingin
Kirjamessut) at messukeskus, helsinki in October 2016.

We’d love to do Business with you !
If you need this beautiful, fun, representative, informative and modern
250 page book about Helsinki on your bookshop shelf check
www.thehelsinkibook.com and you’ll find the places where it’s sold.
for info about custom made copies or any other collaboration with us
please email us: thehelsinkibook@gmail.com
Best Regards.
Marc, Antti (Nollasta Oy) and Jaeseong

The Helsinki Book Promo
Video

